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Töben reports on his costly $75,000 victory against the Holocaust Racketeers who make up the

Executive Council of Australian Jewry, Jewish Board of Deputies and its

particular the following: Robert Goot, Steven Lewis, Robin Margo, Steven Rothman and Peter

Wertheim.

The following item was sent to all Federal Members of Parliament

Memo from Dr Töben,

Adelaide:

0417088217

toben@toben.biz

25 August 2011

Dear …

I submit to you the following information that may shed light on the legal principle of ‘conflict of

interest’.

The matter should also be of interest to you because it a

allowance is made for the Jewish religion to be categorized as a racial entity while the Christian and

Muslim religions are not captured by this act.

This means that Jewish interests in Australia are legally

Christian and Muslim interests are not

created by a rampant ‘political correctness’ where the fundamental concept of TRUTH has no home.

As truth is the foundation stone of our civilisation it is imperative that you as a Member of Australia’s

Federal Parliament speak out and oppose those who stifle our free expression.

Most sincerely

Dr Fredrick Töben

Adelaide

Prime Uglies at work trying to stifle free expression

1. The matter of Jeremy Shaun Jones on behalf of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry v Gerald

Fredrick Töben began in 1996 before the HREOC where it came to a hearing because Jones refused to

participate in any conciliation discussions, as is now obligatory under the ‘overarching principles’ within

various state and federal legal bodies.

2. On account of both state and federal legal Aid refusing to fund the action begun in the FCA I refused

to participate in legal proceedings, which led to a summary judgment in 2002.

3. In November 2006 Jones initiated a contempt of court action that led to my three months

imprisonment in 2009 and orders for court costs in 2010.

4. Two offers of cost settlement were made and re

Costs were paid and the bankruptcy move was defeated.
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5. On 8 July 2011 costs were awarded against me in the action that enabled me to defeat the

bankruptcy moves.

6. On this same day, before FCA Justice Besanko handed down his Judgment, I sent an email that I

had been sent the night before, which contained a link to a video made on 20 July 2010. In this video

clip Mr Steven Lewis, of Slater & Gordon, Sydney, appeared before the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies

Plenum.

In the clip Steven Lewis, right, appears with Malcolm Turnbull, left, and Mathew Robertson,
centre, all three standing for the Seat of Wentworth at the 2010 Federal election –
http://www.jwire.com.au/news/wentworth-candidates-address-board-of-deputies-plenum/10541

Steven Lewis addressing the NSW JBD on 20 July 2010

7. Among other things Steven Lewis’ comment of interest begins at 17.40 minutes into the DVD clip,

where he states the following:
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‘And since then I’ve become a lawyer, for better or for worse, and continued my work with

the community.

I was able for the last four years to work on the Töben case, after the good work undertaken

by Peter Wertheim, Robert Goot, and before him Justice Rothman when he was at the bar.

We’re able to jail Töben for contempt. We’re about to bankrupt Töben. We’re able to fight

back to the Holocaust deniers and put them in jail, and that is something that I feel great

proud that I’ve been able to achieve that result with the help of this community.’

8. This explains why Jeremy Jones or anyone of the Executive Council of Australian Jewry refused to

negotiate with me and settle the matter. I was always ready to negotiate and resolve the disagreement

as to what material I had on the website that was considered to be offensive. I was always ready to

discuss and compromise but the stance coming from Lewis, et al, was absolutely no compromise,

seeking a court determination. Since the November 2006 contempt action was begun in the FCA the

then Applicant, Jeremy Shaun Jones, never once appeared in court and it was thus correct for me to

assume that Steven Lewis was using Slater & Gordon as a base for his personal vendetta against me

that had nothing to do with securing justice bu8t all to fulfil his political ambitions.

9. It is thus clear that this whole proceeding begun in HREOC, then transferred to the Federal Court of

Australia has been politically motivated. There was never any serious move on Steven Lewis to resolve

the dispute through discussion – and I should therefore not have to bear the costs of this politically

motivated action.

10. It is significant to note alleged Respondent Jones is reported as stating:

“Not a cent has been received…and although the costs have been awarded to me, any funds

received would go straight into the ECAJ revenue as they funded the case. The money

reflects only the costs incurred in running the case…not a cent is due to me personally.”

http://www.jwire.com.au/news/toben-in-court-facing-bankruptcy/16626#more-16626

11. This also indicates that because the Executive Council of Australian Jewry – ECAJ – could not act

against me in the FCA, as it had before the Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission – HREOC

– beginning in 1996, Respondent Jones was being used, as a patsy/proxy/a pawn by the ECAJ to run

the case against me. This is contrary to all the principles of law.

12. This above fact further explains why alleged Respondent Jeremy Jones was nowhere to be seen in

court and Solicitors Lewis/Wertheim of Slater & Gordon conducted the case without Mr Jones being

present. Hence the court has Mr Lewis’ Affidavits only. In fact, it appears that the law firm, Slater &

Gordon, was intimately and directly involved in this action against me. This would amount to

‘unconscionable conduct’ within the meaning of the Competition & Consumer Act 2010, §131, Schedule

2, section 20, 21 and 22.

Submitted for your consideration

Dr Töben

Adelaide

__________________________________________________

Again, thank you to those individuals who made this victory against the Prime Ugly Holocaust believers

possible. I would like to name you publicly but then were I to do that you would become a target of

this Jewish pressure group. After all, we have enough examples of this happening to those who refuse

to believe in their rubbish Holocaust that so defames the Germans and anyone of German descent.

And still I hold to my maxim: Don’t blame the Jews, blame those that bend to their pressure – but now

I also have the evidence to prove how individual citizens, and some individuals in the judiciary, did not

bend to Jewish pressure, which enabled me to defeat the Lewis action and that made his prediction,

albeit an expensive exercise for me, come to nothing. This is a victory for Revisionism and for those

who refuse to believe in the rubbish that I call the Holocaust lie/mythology.

____________________________________________________
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A friend in need is a friend indeed!

Holocaust questioner Fredrick Töben and Director of Adelaide Institute, Peter Hartung.

____________________________________________
>> Now back to what ails our free and democratic society <<

Skeleton sign of a silent passing
Saffron Howden and Glenda Kwek July 07, 2011

NATALIE Wood's body lay for up to eight years in the corner

of an upstairs bedroom of her inner-city terrace.

Weeds and cobwebs crept over the rooms and, by the time

police forced their way into the house in Surry Hills, Sydney,

this week, only Ms Wood's bones remained among the dusty

furniture.

Police said she was last seen alive by her brother's wife in

2003. Described as a recluse, the elderly woman had no

children and had not spoken to her estranged late husband for

around half a century. A family dispute had limited contact

with her only living relatives - her brother and sister-in-law.

Her brother died and his widow only tried to find Ms Wood on

Tuesday through a solicitor because she planned to move

away from Sydney.

''It's a tragic thing to find. Tragic,'' Surry Hills police Acting

Superintendent Zoran Dzevlan said.

The pensioner's mail had been redirected to her sister-in-law's

address for 20 years, he said, although a recent letter from a

real estate agent lay on her doorstep yesterday morning.

Her silent exit from the world raised no alarms with the local

council, the City of Sydney, which does not collect rates from

pensioners.

''[She] was considered a pensioner till 2008-09 when the city

was advised by Centrelink that the pension rebate was no

longer valid at that address,'' a council spokeswoman said.

After rates notices went unanswered, the council sent debt

collectors to the Kippax Street house, to no avail.

''Debt recovery officers were given conflicting reports from

neighbours about the occupant, including that she may have

moved away to live with family,'' the spokeswoman said.

''They searched for her family and made contact with them.

Police were also notified.''

Centrelink said it, too, tried to make contact with Ms Wood,

who would have turned 87 next month. Her pension was

stopped in early 2008 when she did not respond to

correspondence.

A social worker was told by neighbours she had not lived there

for years, Centrelink general manager Hank Jongen said.

''We rang her last known telephone number, which was

answered by a family member who could not assist,'' he said.

http://m.theage.com.au/national/skeleton-sign-of-a-silent-

passing-20110706-1h2gu.html

***

Perth man's skeletal remains discovered after two years

AAP July 09, 2011 3:27PM

THE skeletal remains of a 75-year-old man lay in a

central Perth state housing unit for up to two years,

despite neighbours urging housing department officials

next door to check on him.
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The man's remains were found on Thursday slumped against

the bed in his Wellington Street unit by a Department of

Housing worker.

The discovery has prompted state opposition housing

spokesman Mark McGowan to demand the government

conduct a full audit to ensure no other people are lying dead,

dying or suffering in state-provided homes.

But Premier Colin Barnett said Mr McGowan’s demands are a

gross overreaction and, sad though the case is, it is not the

responsibility of Homeswest to look after the health and

welfare of tenants.

Police said it appeared the man died of natural causes and are

preparing a report for the WA coroner.

WA Housing Minister Troy Buswell has asked his department to

investigate why the central city Perth death was not

discovered sooner.

Neighbours said they repeatedly urged housing department

officials in the office block next to the apartments to check on

the man after they noticed mail piling up.

"What about inspections? There's no duty of care. It's like that

woman in Sydney, nobody cares about anyone else anymore,"

one woman told The West Australian newspaper.

In Sydney this week, police found the body of an elderly

woman who had lain dead in her Surry Hills home in the

central city for eight years.

Two people who live on the same floor as the dead man said

they voiced their concerns to the department three times in

the past two years, most recently six weeks ago.

"Our lease agreement says we are supposed to have an

inspection every six months," one said. "We've only had one in

three years."

Mr McGowan told reporters today West Australians would be

shocked a fellow citizen had died and been left in his home for

two years without being discovered.

"It defies belief that we can have a state government office

next door to this property, complaints made and this property

not investigated and inspected," he said.

Mr McGowan said there were about 40,000 Homeswest

properties in WA and about half of them occupied by aged

pensioners, underlying the need for regular inspections.

He urged the government to do a full audit to "make sure this

doesn't happen again and that there aren't other people dead

or suffering or dying".

But Mr Barnett said demanding a full audit was a gross

overreaction and he was sure Mr Buswell and Homeswest

would ensure inspections were carried out to avoid a repeat of

a very sad situation.

"It just shows, not many friends, not many family and

unfortunately some people are totally alone," Mr Barnett told

reporters.

"I don't think we need to exaggerate this, sad as it is, it's a

fairly unusual occurrence."

He said he assumed the man was receiving pension payments

automatically going to pay his rent.

The premier said inspections clearly didn't happen, which

would be investigated. "But it is not something that is in a

sense the fault of Homeswest,” he said. "It's not their

responsibility to look after the health and welfare of tenants.

They provide housing at subsidised rates, that's their prime

role."

http://www.theaustralian.com.au/news/nation/perth-mans-

skeletal-remains-discovered-after-two-years/story-e6frg6nf-

1226091306788

***

British author Alan Shadrake freed from Singapore jail: witness

AFP July 09, 2011 12:09pm
BRITISH author Alan Shadrake was freed to from a

Singapore prison after serving time for contempt of

court related to his book on the death penalty, an AFP

photographer saw.

Shadrake was whisked away from Changi prison in a van

marked "Immigration and Checkpoints Authority," the

photographer said.

It was believed to be heading for the airport where Shadrake

was expected to be deported later Saturday to London,

according to his lawyer M. Ravi.

"He is being deported by the immigration authorities," Ravi

told AFP.

Shadrake went to jail on June 1 after losing his appeal against

the six-week jail sentence which was the toughest ever

imposed in Singapore for contempt of court.

The 76-year-old also had to serve an additional two weeks as

he could not afford to pay the Sg$20,000 ($16,000) fine on

top of the jail sentence, taking the term to a total of eight

weeks.

But Ravi said his client was given remission for good behaviour

and released earlier.

http://af.reuters.com/article/worldNews/idAFTRE76743020110

708

***

German police raid homes of far-right extremists

David Levitz, dpa, Reuters, 28 July 2011

With members as young as 17, the "Standarte Württemberg"

extremist group wants to drive all foreigners out of Germany.

But investigators cracked down on Wednesday with a series of

raids.

Police in southern Germany raided 21 homes and properties

on Wednesday, seizing weapons in an investigation against

right-wing extremists.

Around 140 police officers took part in the search in the

southwestern state of Baden-Württemberg, confiscating

ammunition, a gun, computers, knives and neo-Nazi

propaganda from 18 members of a group known as "Standarte

Württemberg."

The suspects, aged 17 to 49 years, were all known to

investigators for previous far-right links, state prosecutors said

in Stuttgart.

The prosecutor's office said the group's goal was to expel all

foreigners out of Germany by all available means.

There was no evidence of concrete plans for an attack, nor

was the investigation linked to recent extremist attacks in

Norway, prosecutors said.

Investigators were looking into raising charges of weapons-

code violations against the suspects.

Germany has particularly strict laws against far-right extremist

groups, including bans on neo-Nazi propaganda.

Editor: Chuck Penfold DW-WORLD.DE

*******
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Now a bit of the usual nonsense from -

Hitler ordered Nazis to make sex dolls so soldiers wouldn't catch syphilis from prostitutes

By Daily Mail Reporter, Last updated at 12:10 PM on 11th July 2011

Adolf Hitler ordered the Nazis to develop sex dolls to

send to his troops being ravaged by disease after

sleeping with French women, it's been revealed.

The synthetic 'comforters' were made from silicone and

designed to stop soldiers being laid low with syphilis.

Smaller than life-size, the so-called ‘gynoids’ were to be

targeted at the men most at temptation from a ‘quick

adventure’ with a French prostitute.

Adolf Hitler (right) ordered sex dolls after Heinrich

Himmler (left) said it is their duty to protect soldiers

from syphilis

Initially, the Hungarian actress Kathe von Nagy was

asked if the doll could be modelled on her, but she

refused.

Instead the look of the Aryan doll with blonde bob hair

and blue eyes was left bland so soldiers could apply

their own fantasy.

Author Graeme Donald has uncovered the secretive

‘Borghild Project’ while researching the history of the

Barbie doll - which was based on a post-war German

sex doll toy.

He included the tale in his book, Mussolini's Barber, a

compilation of bizarre stories connected with the

biggest events of history.

The World War Two project began in 1940 after SS

chief Henrich Himmler wrote: ‘The greatest danger in

Paris is the widespread and uncontrolled presence of

whores, picking up clients in bars, dance halls, and

other places.

Author Graeme Donald discovered the sex dolls project

while researching the history of the Barbie doll that was

based on the Lilli sex doll of 1956 – pictured.

‘It is our duty to prevent soldiers from risking their

health just for the sake of a quick adventure.’ The dolls

were apparently trialled in Nazi-occupied Jersey at the

German barracks in St Hellier. After being refined,

Himmler was so impressed he immediately ordered 50

of them.

The story came from German sculptor Arthur Rink, one

of the men on the team which designed the doll at the

Racial Hygiene and Demographic Biology Research Unit.

Mr Donald said: ‘I was looking at the weird things on

the periphery of major events when I came across this

story.

However, at the beginning of 1942 he changed his mind

and the whole project was axed and any evidence was

destroyed in the Allied bombing of Dresden.

‘I was actually researching the history of the Barbie

doll that was based on a German sex doll of the 1950s.

‘Ruth and Elliot Handler from America visited Germany

in 1956 and saw the Lilli dolls that were sold in barbers'

shops and nightclubs - and were not for children.

‘Ruth didn't realise this and bought one and realised

later they were not toys. But Ruth and her husband

used the doll as a foundation for what became Barbie.

Syphilis During World War II
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It is estimated that up to 10 per cent of troops were

infected with syphilis during World War I.

Treatment centres were set up during World War II to

treat troops with syphilis and gonorrhoea, as the

disease was still a huge problem.

It is rumoured that Adolf Hitler had syphilis and is said

to have displayed many symptoms consistent with the

advanced form of the disease.

Some have suggested that Hitler’s madness was partly

due to him suffering from syphilis.

The numbers of people infected with syphilis

dramatically decreased in the 1940s due to the

widespread availability of penicillin.

‘While I was researching this I came across references

to Nazi sex dolls and found out that Hitler had ordered

them to be made.

Mussolini's Barber, by Graeme Donald, has

revealed the secret sex dolls

‘As ever, more troops were laid low by disease than by

bullets. Syphilis was a problem Hitler was aware of and

he was rumoured to have suffered from it himself.

‘In an attempt to try and stop the troops getting

sexually transmitted diseases the Nazis started to

develop sex dolls.

‘There was debate about whether the dolls should have

the hair-style with side-plaits spiralled into circles, but

in the end a boyish bob won the day.

‘They were made from highly tensile and elastic

polymers and the first ones were trialled in Jersey.

‘In the end the idea fizzled out and the place where

they were made and all the other dolls are thought to

have been destroyed in the bombing of Dresden.’

The book, Mussolini's Barber, is published by Osprey

and costs £9.99.

Comments:

1. This makes a refreshing read, it always gets my back

up when the older generation say the young ones of to

day are a disgrace. I always said the older generation

should look in their own back yards first, who’s naughty

now. - jen, bradford, 11/7/2011 14:23

2. I see the Lillie sex doll fashion is very popular in

Essex in 2011! - Pete, London, 11/7/2011 14:10

3. I didn't think that Silicone existed until Mr Dow

invented it in the early sixties, and if only 50 were

made, they wouldn't keep many lusty German soldiers

happy would they. Conveniently everything was

destroyed in Dresden, well isn't that convenient !. I

simply cannot believe this story. Somebody is trying

their best to start yet another urban myth. - Russ.,

Worcestershire., 11/7/2011 13:18

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-

2013397/Hitler-ordered-Nazis-make-sex-dolls-soldiers-

wouldnt-catch-syphilis-prostitutes.html?ITO=1490

***

Rudd's sister offends gay marriage lobby, AAP, July 14, 2011

Gay marriage advocates and Holocaust survivors are

demanding an apology from Foreign Minister Kevin Rudd's

sister after she accused some Labor members of being

brainwashed by a "global gay Gestapo".

Loree Rudd is lobbying federal MPs and threatening to quit

Labor if the party backs gay marriage at its national

conference in December, The Australian reports. The devout

Christian recently wrote to every federal MP voicing her

opposition to same-sex marriage.

Four state ALP conferences have endorsed changes to legalise

same-sex marriage under federal law. NSW Labor last week

refused to back the proposal and referred the issue to the

national conference, The Australian said.

Ms Rudd, who said she'd embarked on her campaign without

her brother's knowledge, told the paper there was a worldwide

gay movement that "fed propaganda" in pursuit of change. "I

call them the global gay Gestapo: it is the lobbying movement

that is brainwashing people, particularly the young in the

community that this (homosexuality) is an optional extra in

life," she said.

The gay marriage lobby group, Australian Marriage Equality

(AME), had demanded an apology saying Ms Rudd's comments

will incite hatred.

"Ms Rudd has set back her cause by comparing supporters of

civil rights to an organisation that was responsible for mass

murder, including the mass murder of homosexuals," AME

convener Alex Greenwich said in a statement.

The comments have also offended Holocaust survivors,

including Sydney man Frederick Weisinger, who wrote a

submission supporting same-sex marriage to a 2009 Senate

inquiry. "I spent three years in a concentration camp as a child

and I am horrified by this comparison between the Gestapo

and ordinary citizens like me who just want to be treated

equally," he said in the statement.

Jackie Stricker-Phelps, the partner of former Australian

Medical Association president Kerryn Stricker-Phelps, said

members of her family were murdered at the hands of the

Gestapo. "To compare the work of today's human rights

advocates to the atrocities of those monsters is a shocking

indictment on anyone making these claims," she said in the

statement.

Prime Minister Julia Gillard on Wednesday said she did not

have any plans to change the marriage act. The coalition also

opposes legislating for same-sex marriage but the Greens

support it.

http://news.smh.com.au/breakingnewsnational/rudds-

sister-offends-gay-marriage-lobby-201107141hf46.html
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Jewish Australian MP: Bring Israel’s African Immigrants to Australia
07 July 2011 10:09 AM PDT

Michael Danby, a Jewish MP in the Australian Parliament, has

“enthusiastically agreed” to the idea of bringing to Australia

thousands of Africans who have illegally immigrated to Israel -

“Danny Danon: Send African Immigrants to Australia –

http://www.jpost.com/DiplomacyAndPolitics/Article.aspx?id=2

27332 “Jerusalem Post. The idea originated with Danny

Danon, a Likud MP well known for his far right views. (Here he

is in the NYTimes advocating that Israel annex the West

Bank.) Being a good rightist, Danon thinks that the

immigrants are a threat to the Jewish identity of Israel: “The

arrival of thousands of Muslim infiltrators to Israeli territory is

a clear threat to the state’s Jewish identity. … On the one

hand, it treats the refugees and migrants in a humane way.

On the other hand, it does not threaten Israel’s future and our

goal to maintain a clear and solid Jewish majority.”

The implicit idea is that Australia, being a traditionally

European society, has no identity at all except to abstract

principles. So it’s not surprising that Danby wholeheartedly

agrees with the plan. Being a good Jew in Australia means

being an enthusiastic cheerleader for non-White immigration—

long the policy of the organized Jewish community in Australia

and throughout the Jewish Diaspora in the West.

This is particularly obvious in the case of Prof. Andrew Fraser’s

adventures with the Australian Human Rights and Equal

Opportunity Commission –

http://vdare.com/macdonald/090511_hate_crimes_pr

evention_bill.htm:

[Fraser] had written a letter published in a newspaper

suggesting that “once black African colonies in Australia

grow in size and in confidence, one can reasonably

expect a number of social problems and rising levels of

crime and violence.” In his comments before the

Commission –

http://www.kevinmacdonald.net/FraserHREOC.pdf, Fraser

noted that the charges against him –

http://www.vdare.com/sailer/050925_fraser.htm by an African

had actually been instigated by “several organized Jewish

groups that boast openly of the campaign they have

organized against me,” citing articles in Jewish newspapers.

Fraser wrote that Jewish individuals and organizations had

acted “to further their shared ethnic interest in the

growth of a multi-racial society in Australia.”

Like Danny Danon, Fraser is worried about the effect of

immigration on national identity, stating that

[The organized Jewish community] must understand that, as

Australia becomes a multi-racial society, it is inevitable that

Anglo-Australians, having observed the self-interested

activities of other racial, ethnic and religious groups, are

bound to become more conscious of their own distinctive racial

identity. Many white Australians already feel that they are

losing their ancestral homeland to a massive influx of Third

World migrants hostile or indifferent to the ethnic interests of

the host society. … The simple fact is that a multi-racial

immigration policy is not obviously and necessarily in the best

interests of white Australians.

So Danby is promoting policies that are destructive of

racial/ethnic and national identity in Australia while he also

supports a plan to make sure that Israel remains ethnically

and culturally Jewish. A win-win situation if ever there was

one. (There are 25 articles or blogs in the TOO category of

Jewish attitudes in Israel versus the Diaspora –

http://www.theoccidentalobserver.net/category/jewish-

attitudes-in-israel-versus-the-diaspora/

And I will wager lots of money that when Danby presents

Danon’s plan to Parliament, it will be couched in the most

high-flown language of moral universalism and human rights.

One would have to be positively demonic to oppose admitting

thousands of impoverished, illiterate Eritreans. And I suppose

that there will be AIPAC-like monitoring of the votes of

Australian MPs so insensitive as to oppose such an obviously

humanitarian plan aimed at benefiting Israel. After all, it’s

important to know who your friends are.

***

Here's an astonishing read – important and verifiable information
About 6 months ago, the writer was watching a news program

on oil and one of the Forbes Bros. was the guest. The host

said to Forbes, "I am going to ask you a direct question and I

would like a direct answer; how much oil does the U.S. have

in the ground?" Forbes did not miss a beat, he said, "more

than all the Middle East put together." Please read below.

The U. S. Geological Service issued a report in April 2008 that

only scientists and oil men knew was coming, but man was it

big. It was a revised report (hadn't been updated since 1995)

on how much oil was in this area of the western 2/3 of North

Dakota, western South Dakota, and extreme eastern Montana

..... check THIS out:

The Bakken is the largest domestic oil discovery since Alaska's

Prudhoe Bay, and has the potential to eliminate all American

dependence on foreign oil. The Energy Information

Administration (EIA) estimates it at 503 billion barrels. Even if

just 10% of the oil is recoverable... at $107 a barrel, we're

looking at a resource base worth more than $5...3 trillion.

"When I first briefed legislators on this, you could practically

see their jaws hit the floor. They had no idea.." says Terry

Johnson, the Montana Legislature's financial analyst.

"This sizable find is now the highest-producing onshore oil

field found in the past 56 years," reports The Pittsburgh Post

Gazette . It's a formation known as the Williston Basin , but is

more commonly referred to as the 'Bakken.' It stretches from

Northern Montana , through North Dakota and into Canada ..

For years, U. S. oil exploration has been considered a dead

end. Even the 'Big Oil' companies gave up searching for major

oil wells decades ago. However, a recent technological

breakthrough has opened up the Bakken's massive

reserves..... and we now have access of up to 500 billion

barrels. And because this is light, sweet oil, those billions of

barrels will cost Americans just $16 PER BARREL!

That's enough crude to fully fuel the American economy for

2041 years straight. And if THAT didn't throw you on the

floor, then this next one should - because it's from 2006!

U. S. Oil Discovery- Largest Reserve in the World

Stansberry Report Online - 4/20/2006

Hidden 1,000 feet beneath the surface of the Rocky Mountains

lies the largest untapped oil reserve in the world. It is more

than 2 TRILLION barrels. On August 8, 2005 President Bush

mandated its extraction. In three and a half years of high oil
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prices none has been extracted. With this motherload of oil

why are we still fighting over off-shore drilling?

They reported this stunning news: We have more oil inside

our borders, than all the other proven reserves on earth.. Here

are the official estimates:

- 8-times as much oil as Saudi Arabia

- 18-times as much oil as Iraq

- 21-times as much oil as Kuwait

- 22-times as much oil as Iran

- 500-times as much oil as Yemen

- and it's all right here in the Western United States ....

HOW can this BE? HOW can we NOT BE extracting this?

Because the environmentalists and others have blocked all

efforts to help America become independent of foreign oil!

Again, we are letting a small group of people dictate our lives

and our economy.....WHY?

James Bartis, lead researcher with the study says we've got

more oil in this very compact area than the entire Middle East

-more than 2 TRILLION barrels untapped. That's more than all

the proven oil reserves of crude oil in the world today, reports

The Denver Post .

Don't think 'OPEC' will drop its price - even with this find?

Think again! It's all about the competitive marketplace, - it

has to. Think OPEC just might be funding the

environmentalists?

Got your attention yet? Now, while you're thinking about it,

do this:

Pass this along. If you don't take a little time to do

this, then you should stifle yourself the next time you

complain about gas prices - by doing NOTHING, you

forfeit your right to complain.

Now I just wonder what would happen in this country if every

one of you sent this to every one in your address book. By the

way...this is all true. Check it out at the link below! GOOGLE it,

or follow this link. It will blow your mind.

http:///www.usgs.gov%252Fnewsroom%252Farticle.asp%253

FID%253D1911&hmac=9b7823fccc864617a0f6b8e3fab55b2e

>

***

Fight against Holocaust denial ‘far from over’

By Marieke van der Vaart

The Washington Times, 7:33 p.m., Wednesday, July 27, 2011
Mrs. Ros-Lehtinen was one of several human rights advocates

who reviewed anti-Semitism in the Middle East and in Sudan

at a Capitol briefing organized by the Middle East Media

Research Institute (MEMRI) and the Lantos Anti-Semitism and

Holocaust Denial Archives, named for the late Rep. Tom

Lantos, the only Holocaust survivor to have served in

Congress.

MEMRI, which translates Middle East news reports, released a

15-minute video archive of TV programming at the briefing

that showed anti-Semitic comments from television

personalities, government officials, academics and clerics in

the past year.

In the clips, individuals from more than half a dozen countries

claimed: that Jews were descended from apes and pigs, that

they slaughtered gentiles to provide blood for the Passover

tradition, that the Germans ought to be praised for having

killed Jews, and that Jews are naturally racist and bloodthirsty.

Hannah Rosenthal, the State Department's Special envoy to

combat anti-Semitism, said the TV clips are echoed in her

interactions with government leaders and educators, who both

deny the Holocaust and continue to teach anti-Semitism.

"No government should produce materials that are intolerant

of members of any religion, any racial group, any ethnic

group, or should teach intolerance of any kind in its

educational curriculum," she said. "If you don't learn the

history, you can't learn the lessons of history."

An even more "bone-chilling" aspect of recent public

statements is the glorification of the Holocaust, she said.

One MEMRI clip showed Wiam Wahhab, a former Lebanese

Cabinet minister, discussing the World Cup in 2010, saying, "I

like the Germans because they hate the Jews and burned

them."

House Speaker John A. Boehner, Ohio Republican, released a

letter comparing MEMRI to Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower's

efforts after liberating the Ohrdruf concentration camp near

Weimar, Germany.

"Eisenhower ordered all available American troops to go and

witness the horrors he'd just seen. He also forced German

citizens and officials from nearby towns to do the same," Mr.

Boehner said in the letter.

"He understood that there must be a record, first-hand

evidence and incontrovertible answers to those who would

deny the Holocaust."

MEMRI President Yigal Carmon said the protests of the Arab

Spring provide some hope for a new Middle East.

"The mindset is changing," Mr. Carmon said. "The

fragmentation in the Arab World is not giving way to hate

against external elements, particularly the Jews, ... but rather

a greater focus on the real problems: oppressive regimes, lack

of freedoms and disregard of human rights."

© Copyright 2011 The Washington Times.

******

The Coming of War
By Leo Tolstoy, Russian Author/Reformer 1828-1910

THE BELLS will peal, long-haired men will dress in golden

sacks to pray for successful slaughter. And the old story will

begin again, the awful customary acts.

The editors of the daily Press will begin virulently to stir men

up to hatred and manslaughter in the name of patriotism,

happy in the receipt of an increased income. Manufacturers,

merchants, contractors for military stores, will hurry joyously

about their business, in the hope of double receipts.

All sorts of Government officials will buzz about, foreseeing a

possibility of purloining something more than usual. The

military authorities will hurry hither and thither, drawing

double pay and rations, and with the expectation of receiving

for the slaughter of other men various silly little ornaments

which they so highly prize, as ribbons, crosses, orders, and

stars. Idle ladies and gentlemen will make a great fuss,

entering their names in advance for the Red Cross Society,

and ready to bind up the wounds of those whom their

husbands and brothers will mutilate; and they will imagine

that in so doing they are performing a most Christian work.

And, smothering despair within their souls by songs,

licentiousness, and wine, men will trail along, torn from

peaceful labor, from their wives, mothers and children—

hundreds of thousands of simple-minded, good-natured men
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with murderous weapons in their hands—anywhere they may

be driven.

They will march, freeze, hunger, suffer sickness, and die from

it, or finally come to some place where they will be slain by

thousands or kill thousands themselves with no reason—men

whom they have never seen before, and who neither have

done nor could do them any mischief.

And when the number of sick, wounded, and killed becomes so

great that there are not hands enough left to pick them up,

and when the air is so infected with the putrefying scent of the

“food for powder” that even the authorities find it

disagreeable, a truce will be made, the wounded will be picked

up anyhow, the sick will be brought in and huddled together in

heaps, the killed will be covered with earth and lime, and once

more all the crowd of deluded men will be led on and on till

those who have devised the project, weary of it, or till those

who thought to find it profitable receive their spoil.

And so once more men will be made savage, fierce, and

brutal, and love will wane in the world, and the

Christianizing of mankind, which has already begun, will lapse

for scores and hundreds of years. And so once more the men

who reaped profit from it all, will assert with assurance that

since there has been a war there must needs have been one,

and that other wars must follow, and they will again prepare

future generations for a continuance of slaughter, depraving

them from their birth.

__________________________________________
Please look this up:

http://www.smh.com.au/lifestyle/holocaust-themed-jacket-prompts-consumer-outrage-20110729-1i2zs.html

_______________________________________

2016 - Rio de Janeiro Olympics followed by a dog story …
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